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Abstract
Since the 1964 introduction of high-speed rail in Japan, intercity transportation has

largely been provided by high-speed rail and aviation. As new lines have been added to the
high-speed rail network-further enhancing convenience and shortening travel times-
more and more passengers prefer it. On the other hand, aviation has also increased in
importance with the increase in airport capacity and the entrance of new, low-cost carriers.
One major focus is the Tokyo-Sapporo route, which is one of the busiest domestic flight
routes in the world. Intercity transportation in Japan may be about to change, however,
since high-speed rail is expected to be extended in 2030 that directly links central Tokyo
and Sapporo. To develop an optimal strategy for high-speed rail planning, predicting the
effect of the high-speed rail extension is essential. The objective of this thesis is to clarify
the effect of high-speed rail extension on air transportation and predict the modal share for
the Tokyo-Sapporo route.

This thesis consists of two sections. In the first section, the relationship between
high-speed rail and air transportation is analyzed through several case studies. The result
shows that airlines reacted differently depending on the route, improving operational
efficiency by changing aircraft size, flight frequency, and airfares.

In the second section, discrete choice models are introduced for predicting the effect
of the high-speed rail extension. To analyze the growing effect of low-cost carriers, a
nested logit model is used. The results show that in-vehicle travel time is the most
significant factor in passengers' mode choice, implying that high-speed rail will increase its
modal share by reducing in-vehicle travel time. The modal share for high-speed rail
between Tokyo and Sapporo is estimated through the simulation. The results suggest that
travel time and cost have different characteristics in terms of elasticity, indicating the
importance of travel time in the increase of high-speed rail's modal share. Although
accurately predicting the share is difficult due to uncertainty about emerging demand for
low-cost carriers and high-speed rail travel times, the modal share of high-speed rail is
estimated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

High-Speed Rail (HSR) plays an important role in Japanese intercity transportation, and its

importance is increasing with the opening of new lines. In the past two decades, the High-Speed

Rail network in Japan has greatly expanded, with a total length increase of approximately 1,000 km.

In addition, other major infrastructure projects are under construction in Japan as well as other

major countries in the world, including the United States, China, India, Indonesia. Although HSR

projects require a large initial capital investment, the resulting service has various advantages, as

outlined below.

Safety

High-Speed Rail provides safer transportation compared to other transportation modes. In

Japan, there have been no HSR-related fatalities in more than 50 years [1]. This has been

accomplished mainly due to the introduction of dedicated lines and advanced traffic control

systems.

Reliability

High-Speed Rail is a reliable transportation service. Although train operations may be

disrupted by natural disasters such as earthquakes, typhoons and torrential rain, HSR operations

under normal conditions are extremely punctual in Japan. Rail passengers can therefore plan their

schedule down to the minute thanks to the reliability and accuracy of the trains [2].
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Accessibility

All passengers can board the high-speed rail without specific check-in times and the

network of conventional lines allows for a smooth transfer, leading to a larger catchment area [3].

Passengers can also transfer to other modes of transport from the railway station, such as bus or

taxi. Although the high-speed rail operates only between major stations located in the city center, its

high accessibility attracts many passengers.

Frequency

High-speed rail can be operated more frequently than air transport: the minimum headway

of a high-speed train in Japan is 3 minutes [4]. In addition, because high-speed train tickets are

changeable and cancellable before departure time, high-speed rail is more suitable for passengers

requiring flexibility, especially business travelers.

Reduced travel times

Because high-speed railway stations are usually located in the city center, access and egress

times tend to be shorter than for airports. Travel times have additionally been decreased due to

technological developments such as advances in train control systems (including traffic signal

improvements) and the introduction of a new and faster rolling stock [5]. With consideration to

airport access and egress time, high-speed rail is advantageous on routes with short or medium

travel distances [6].
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Economic development

In general, there is a strong correlation between the presence/development of high-speed

rail and the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This is because high-speed rail boosts travel demand

by creating business opportunities and leisure activities [7]. In addition, high-speed rail creates

employment in terms of operation, maintenance, and construction, which contributes to economic

development [8].

Passenger capacity

While the capacity of aircraft ranges from 100 to 500, high-speed rail carriages can

accommodate more than 1,000 people. High-speed rail is therefore advantageous for routes with

high frequency travel demand and large population density such as Tokyo-Osaka corridor.

Reduced environmental impact

High-speed rail is highly advantageous in terms of fuel efficiency compared to other

transport modes including airplane, bus and ferry. Rail transportation has a low carbon footprint as

well: C02 emissions per passenger per kilometer for High-Speed Rail, air, and road transportation

are estimated to be 11.0, 164.0, and 151.6 grams, respectively [9].
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Productivity

While air transport passengers need to turn off radio-wave emitting electronic devices

which, high-speed rail passenger can continue to use their devices during in-vehicle travel time.

This contributes to improved productivity, and is attractive to business travelers.

In Japan, the high-speed rail network has been expanding since the opening of Tokaido

Shinkansen in 1964, and the convenience of high-speed rail has greatly improved, attracting a large

number of passengers.

The expansion of high-speed rail networks in general is expected to reshape the travel

patterns and thereby change the development of cities [10]. In a population-shrinking society, an

integrated high-speed rail network represents a key infrastructure for sustainable development in

Japan. Efficient intercity transportation is becoming increasingly important. In order to effectively

predict and maximize the benefits of future high-speed rail extensions, it is essential to evaluate

their influence in the past.
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1.2 Research questions

In addition to high-speed rail, the importance of air transportation has been increasing

mainly due to the growing demand [11]. To accommodate this growing demand, the Japanese

government along with the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport are trying to

improve air transportation by increasing the capacity of airports. For example, Tokyo Haneda

Airport increased capacity by adding a fourth runway in 2013, and then built a new terminal to

accommodate international flights [12]. Tokyo Narita Airport, which focuses on attracting low-cost

carriers by providing discounted landing fees for newly-to-market low-cost carriers, also invested in

a new terminal building dedicated to low-cost carriers [13]. These developments have consequently

increased the number of air transport passengers.

The air transportation market has been dramatically changing since the entry of Low-Cost

Carriers (LCCs) after liberalization. R. Clewlow et al analyzed the impact of high-speed rail and

low-cost carriers on European passenger air traffic, concluding that low-cost carriers have had

significant influence increasing travel demand [14]. Although the LCCs that serve Japan have not

matured much, they are rapidly expanding their market scope, and their share is expected to

increase in the near future.

The growth of air transportation has knock-on effects on land transport. In order to meet

increased passenger flows to and from airports, several railway and bus companies have started to

improve accessibility to major airports, which has consequently increased the number of air

transport passengers.



Conversely, one of the biggest current HSR construction projects connects Tokyo to

Sapporo, a route which is currently dominated by air transport, and is the 7th busiest domestic route

in the world [15]. The expansion of the HSR network could potentially present a viable transit

alternative, and could divert a portion of air transport passengers to high-speed rail. In general,

high-speed rail competes effectively in short-haul markets of 500 km or less [16][17].

In short, Japan can look forward to a period of great transformation in terms of intercity

transportation, thanks to the improvement of both rail and air transportation service. The importance

of safe and efficient intercity transport cannot be understated.

Predicting the effects of both HSR extensions and the growing air transportation demand is

essential in order to propose an optimal strategy for transportation planning.

In this thesis, the relationship between HSR and air transport is discussed, and passenger

travel patterns are analyzed using numerical simulations. The analysis of air transportation accounts

for land transport accessibility. The overarching objective is to study the impact of HSR on air

transportation, and to understand the relationship between them.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Railway Transportation

2.1.1 History of High-Speed Rail in Japan

From the 1950s to the 1960s, Japan experienced growth in transport demands due to post-

war recovery. Although Japan National Railway (JNR) provided a conventional line with a narrow

gauge, giving a rail width of 1067 mm, the demand was so large that it exceeded capacity,

especially between Tokyo and Osaka which are located 400 km apart. A construction plan was

devised in 1958 to construct a high-speed rail with a standard gauge. In 1964, the world's first high-

speed rail opened between Tokyo and Osaka in time for the Tokyo Olympic Games. This branch of

the now hugely extended high-speed network is called Tokaido Shinkansen and at the time, it

covered the most densely-populated areas of Japan, generating 70% of Japans GDP. Upon opening,

Tokaido Shinkansen was operated at the maximum speed of 200 km/h, connecting the three largest

cities of Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka in 4 hours.

Not long after, a line between Osaka and Fukuoka, named Sanyo Shinkansen, was

constructed to meet an increasing passenger demand. In 1972, Sanyo Shinkansen was extended to

Okayama, located 180 km west of Osaka, followed by a further extension to Fukuoka in 1975.

The success of Tokaido Shinkansen and Sanyo Shinkansen led to further network extensions to

other regions. The construction of two northbound lines was completed in 1985: one between

Omiya and Morioka (called Tohoku Shinkansen) and the other between Omiya and Niigata, named

Joetsu Shinkansen).
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In contrast to Tokaido Shinkansen, most of the construction expenses for these additional

lines depended on loans. Construction was delayed due to unexpected difficulties in land acquisition

and technical problems for building long tunnels which led to an inflation of the construction

expense. Furthermore, because Tohoku Shinkansen and Joetsu Shinkansen were not profitable

compared to Tokaido Shinkansen and Sanyo Shinkansen, JNR suffered long-standing deficits since

1964, eventually going bankrupt in 1987.

The cause of bankruptcy can be attributed to the several reasons. Firstly, the demand for rail

transport decreased with the popularization of motor vehicles in the 1960s. In fact, modal share for

rail decreased from 50% in the middle of the 1960s to 20% in the middle of the 1980s. The second

reason is attributed to interference by the central government, who owns jurisdiction over decisions

and approvals relating to JNR. In addition, some local lines were constructed by politicians who

failed to perform adequate feasibility studies, increasing the burden of deficits. Another reason

comes down to organization hierarchies, JNR could not operate in accordance with the local

circumstances due to the centralized decision-making structure.

In order to provide an efficient transportation infrastructure, JNR was privatized and

divided into six railway companies (JR Hokkaido, JR East, JR Central, JR West, JR Shikoku and JR

Kyushu) and one freight company (JR Freight) as shown in Figure 2-1. After privatization, the

branches of Tokaido, Sanyo, and Tohoku and Joetsu were inherited by JR Central, JR West and JR

East, respectively, and since then, each railway company has been improving the speed and expanse

of their service. JR Central is developing a faster rolling stock and increased their maximum speed

from 200 km/h in 1964 to 285 km/h in 2016. This shorter travel time led to increasing amounts of

passengers travelling between Tokyo and Osaka. In addition, focus was placed on increased trip

frequency from major stations including Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka to attract more passengers, in

18



particular, those travelling for business. JR East also expanded its network, increasing the total

high-speed rail length from 775 km in 1987 to 1130 km in 2015. Furthermore, Tohoku Shinkansen

is now one of the fastest high-speed railways in the world, operating at a maximum speed of 320

km/h. Even more exciting, JR East is currently developing a next-generation bullet train which will

be able to reach a maximum speed of 360 km/h.

in operation
in operation Mni-Shmnkansen)
under construction
planned

JR Hokkaido
-- JREast

JR Central
-- JR West
-- JRKyushu

jo~1.suTOHOKU

smYO SHINKANEN

SANYO SINKANEN

KYOSHO SHWKANSEN

0 20 U W m a

IA3OO~
L I I I I

Figure 2 - 1: Overview of high-speed rail network in Japan
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2.1.2 Decision making process of Projected Shinkansen Lines

Projected Shinkansen Lines refers to five high-speed rail lines whose construction plans

were decided upon by the Japanese government in 1973, based on the National Shinkansen

Network Law enforced in 1970. This law defines Shinkansen lines as the trunk railways that enable

trains to run at a speed of 200 km/h or more through major railway sections. They include the

following five lines: Hokkaido Shinkansen, Tohoku Shinkansen, Hokuriku Shinkansen, and the

combined Kagoshima/Nagasaki branch named Kyushu Shinkansen. Note that other Shinkansen

lines such as Tohoku Shinkansen, Tokaido Shinkansen, and Sanyo Shinkansen are excluded. Since

the law was put into force in the beginning of the 1970s, all the Projected Shinkansen lines have

been designed to be operated at a maximum speed of 260 km/h. At that time, the maximum speed of

the Tokaido Shinkansen was 210 km/h.

Projected Shinkansen lines were constructed by public enterprise supported largely by

national and local governments. According to the original scheme of 1989, 50% of the total

expenses were to be borne by JR, 35% by the nation and 15% by local governments. In 1996, with

the construction of three new Shinkansen lines (Tohoku Shinkansen, Tokaido Shinkansen, and

Sanyo Shinkansen), the cost proportions were changed wherein the Japan Railway Construction,

Transport, and Technology Agency contributed to the funding for the construction, and the facilities

belong to it. JR payed for the leasing fees for the facilities related to Shinkansen lines, while the

central government covered two-thirds of the rest and local governments covered the last third. The

amount of the rent paid by JR is limited to within the scope of JR's benefits since the former public

JNR went bankrupt due to the tremendous cost of the first Shinkansen lines. In this case, JR's

benefit refers to the difference of revenue with and without Shinkansen lines.
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The Shinkansen system is separated into two portions: upstream and downstream. The

upstream portion consists of operations which can improve efficiency through competition with

other modes of transportation, while the downstream portion accounts for the construction of

facilities.

Under the National Shinkansen Network Law, conventional lines paralleling with Projected

Shinkansen lines must be separate from JR to third-sector railway companies in order to lighten the

economic burden for both paying for costly high-speed rail facilities and local conventional lines

having huge deficits. Table 2-1 shows the comparison of each Projected Shinkansen line.

Table 2 - 1: Comparison of the projected Shinkansen lines

Lines Operators Length Maximum Speed Opening Year
(km) (km/h)

Hokkaido Shinkansen JR Hokkaido 360 260 2016
(Sapporo to Shin-Aomori) (partial opening)

Tohoku Shinkansen JR East 178 260 2013
(Shin-Aomori to Morioka)

Hokuriku Shinkansen JR East and 471 260 2015
(Takasaki to Tsuruga) JR West (partial opening)
Kyushu Shinkansen JR Kyushu 257 260 2011

(Hakata to Kagoshima)

Kyushu Shinkansen JR Kyushu 66 260 Under
(Takeo-Onsen to Nagasaki) construction
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2.2 Air Transportation

2.2.1 History of Tokyo Haneda Airport

In 1931, Haneda Airfield was opened as a civil airport. It had one runway, with length and

width of 300 m and 15 m, respectively. Two years later, it became a hub airport of Japan Air

Transportation and Manchukuo National Airways, with some functioning international flights to

Seoul, Taipei, and Bangkok. Due to this growing demand for international flights, the runway was

extended to 800 m, and a second runway was built in 1939. Haneda Airfield was under Japanese

army's control in 1941 and air transportation for civilian use was stopped after the opening of

World War II. Then, Haneda Airport was under the control of US army after World War II and the

two runways were extended to 2,000 m and 1,650 m, respectively. In 1952, Haneda Airfield was

partly returned to Japan and renamed as Tokyo International Airport (Haneda Airport). Since then,

Japan has experienced a growing demand for both domestic and international flights. Given this

background, a new terminal was built, and the two runways were extended to 2,550 and 3,000 m to

accommodate wide-body aircraft. In 1964, the demand increased constantly, and airport facilities

were significantly improved for the Tokyo Olympic Games in 1964. For example, a new runway

was constructed, and a terminal was further expanded. In addition, airport accessibility was

improved by the opening of a monorail. In the late 1960s, Japan experienced rapid economic

growth and the number of air travelers increased rapidly. To accommodate this growing demand,

the Japanese government decided to open a new airport near Tokyo. After opening of Narita Airport

in 1978, all international flights, except for EVA Airlines and China Airlines, were transferred to

Narita Airport. Since then, international flights have been assigned to Narita Airport and domestic

flights have mainly been assigned to Haneda Airport.
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However, the demand for domestic passengers continued to grow and three existing

runways were extended again.

In the late 1990s, the capacity of Haneda Airport reached its limit and the airlines could not

increase their flights. To meet the demand, a fourth runway was built on a newly constructed

artificial island on Tokyo Bay.

Now, Haneda Airport has four runways and accommodates some international flights. It

was ranked the fourth busiest airport in the world in 2017 [18]. The Japanese Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, and Transport plans to expand the number of slots to accommodate up to 447,000

and reinforce its domestic and international hub function by leveraging its rich domestic networks

[19].
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2.2.2 Accessibility to Tokyo Haneda Airport

In the United States, most air travelers generally access an airport by a private car or shared

vans, because airports and cities are created based on the road network. For most airports, one of the

most cost-effective forms of airport access is highway since the highway system can flexibly serve

the entire metropolitan area without enormous investment [20]. In addition, it is easy for bus

operators to adjust routes and vehicles to the needs of travelers. Access by a private car or a bus is

beneficial for airports, too. Since the parking fee is an important revenue for airports, most airports

have parking lots, and are trying to maximize the revenue generated from the fees by introducing

premium parking, which is closely located at the terminal building. In Europe, on the other hand,

high-speed rail line is linked to major airports such as Frankfurt International Airport and Paris

Charles Du Gaulle Airport, and integrated air-rail service is provided [21].

However, Tokyo International (Haneda) Airport follows a completely different trend.

According to a survey conducted by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and

Tourism, the percentage of passengers using their private cars accounts for only 8%. In fact,

approximately 52% of air travelers choose rail, followed by bus (24%). There are several reasons.

Access/Egress of HND

Private Car
8% 13%

Taxi
3%

Bus
24%

Figure 2 - 2: Modal share of airport access/egress at Tokyo Haneda Airport
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To begin with, Tokyo has a sophisticated railway network, which is quite convenient to be

used in daily lives. As shown in Figure 2-3, the modal share shows the rail preference by people

living in Tokyo area [22]. In fact, the city of Tokyo and nearby areas have been designed based on

rail transportation. This goes back to 1870s, when Japan introduced steam locomotive systems from

the UK. In fact, rail transportation is suitable for some areas where the population density is high.

In addition, there are enough passengers for a frequent service to be provided. In 2017, the

number of passengers using Haneda Airport, which is the fourth busiest airport in the world, was

approximately 85 million (both domestic and international flights). Thus, rail operators have

sufficient demand to sustain frequent service.

Another reason is uncertainty, mainly caused by traffic jam and shortage of parking space

in the terminal building. There is always a severe traffic jam in central Tokyo and it is difficult for

travelers to predict the travel time to Haneda Airport.

In addition, Tokyo has the lowest car-ownership rate in Japan. The survey conducted by

Automobile Inspection and Registration Information Association in 2016 shows that the number of

cars owned is 23.19 per hundred people [23]. This is because having a private car is costly and

people can live without it owing to the sophisticated public transportation network.

Finally, other public transportation networks serve in Tokyo area, which makes the transfer

of passengers easy. For example, bus operators provide a frequent service to various destinations

and passengers can transfer to high-speed rail at Shinagawa station, which is accessible by rail

within 16 min. These factors may affect the preference of rail in Tokyo.
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Figure 2 - 3: Modal share in Tokyo

A survey carried out by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transportation

(MLIT) shows the number of passengers for access and egress to Tokyo Haneda Airport in a certain

day [24]. Each passenger's origin and destination is categorized into municipalities. As Figure 2-4

shows, the main catchment area is located within 30 km from the airport. Note that this area is

relatively corresponds to the population-dense area around Tokyo. In this thesis, Tokyo, Kanagawa,

Saitama, and Chiba prefecture are focused for access and egress analysis.
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Figure 2 - 4: Overview of the catchment area of Tokyo Haneda Airport

Figure 2-5 shows the distribution of travel time to Tokyo Haneda Airport. To simplify the

situation, one major station is selected out of each municipality and the travel time is calculated by

the timetable issued by railway companies. Due to the concentric railway network around central

Tokyo, Haneda Airport is accessible within 90 minutes.
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Figure 2 - 5: Overview of the travel time distribution to Tokyo Haneda Airport

Figure 2-6 shows the travel time distribution of passengers traveling to and from Tokyo

Haneda Airport. The vertical axis represents the number of passengers while the horizontal axis

shows the time rage. As can be seen, the most frequent range is between 31 and 60 minutes. It is

also interesting to note that travel time for most travelers is less than 90 minutes, and the average

travel time for all passengers is 71 minutes.
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Figure 2 - 6: Travel time distribution to and from Tokyo Haneda Airport
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2.2.3 Access Mode to Haneda Airport

2.2.3.1 Monorail

Monorail started operation in 1964 when the Tokyo Olympic Games was held. It directly

connected Hamamatsu-cho station, which is located in the central loop line, called Yamanote Line,

and Haneda Airport, and there were no stations between them at that time. Thus, it took only 15 min

from Haneda Airport to Hamamatsu-cho station; the distance between the two stations is 13.1 km.

After that, many stations were built, accommodating commuters working at Haneda Airport and

nearby regions. Now, the travel time between the airport and Hamamatsu-cho station is 18 min for

rapid service and 23 min for local train. The headway during rush hour is 3 min, which provides

frequent service. The capacity is 10 thousand per hour, which is relatively smaller than the other

busiest lines in Tokyo (The capacity of the busiest line is 40 thousand per hour).

The rolling stock is designed for air travelers and has enough luggage space and seats.

These vehicles are not common since most trains are designed for commuters due to the huge

demand compared to air travelers. However, since a monorail has no network, it can easily

introduce the rolling stock, which is suitable for airport transportation.

However, this can be problematic for monorail travelers using it as a method of commute.

Because of the luggage space and seat, the maximum number of passengers tends to decrease,

indicating that a commuter is denied boarding and must use the next train. Most rail operators in

Tokyo eliminate luggage space and minimize the number of seats so that the maximum capacity can

be increased. Therefore, it is difficult to balance between air travelers and commuters.
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2.2.3.2 Keikyu Line

Keikyu Line (Airport Line) opened in 1902, and was originally called Anamori Line. The

main purposes of the passengers using Anamori Line included beach bathing, clam digging, and

shrine-visiting. In 1931, Tokyo Airfield was constructed near the terminal, Anamori station.

However, due to the distance between Anamori station and the airport, Anamori Line did not work

as an access to Tokyo Airfield. After World War II, this line was operated for the US army. Even

after the operation by US army, Anamori Line worked as local transportation, not airport access.

However, because of the growing demand and limited capacity of monorail, as mentioned earlier,

the Japanese government decided to extend Anamori Line to Tokyo Haneda Airport and changed its

name to Keikyu Airport Line. In 1988, the extension project was completed and the accessibility to

the airport--especially from south and west areas of Tokyo, such as Yokohama and Hachioji--were

significantly improved.

Now, Keikyu Railway Company has several branches including Airport Line and most of

its passengers are commuters to Tokyo and Yokohama area. For a simple operation, Keikyu Line

unified the rolling stock for commuters. Therefore, it has no luggage space and the number of seats

is minimized to accommodate as many passengers as possible. Now, the travel time from

Shinagawa, which is a major terminal, to Haneda Airport is approximately 14 min and the headway

during peak hours is 2 min. According to a survey carried out by the Japanese Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, approximately 35% of passengers originating/terminating at

Haneda Airport choose Keikyu Line as a means of airport access [24]. Keikyu Line is the most

popular transportation method to the airport, followed by monorail and bus.
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2.2.3.3 Rail Extension Plan by JR East

The East Japan Railway Company (JR East) officially announced in 2017 that they aimed

to extend their railway network to Tokyo Haneda Airport by 2028 [25]. This is mainly because of

the growing number of passengers using the airport. In the proposed plan, they build a new station

between Terminal I and Terminal 2, and connected it directly to major stations in Tokyo, such as

Tokyo, Shinjuku, and Shibuya stations. In terms of operation, they plan to operate three existing

lines departing and terminating at the airport station, and passengers coming from central Tokyo,

north Tokyo, and seaside area can access the airport faster without transfer. When the extension

project is completed, accessibility to the airport from central and rural Tokyo will be significantly

improved since all rail passengers will not need to transfer at Hamamatsu-cho or Shinagawa station.

The estimated travel time from Tokyo, Shinjuku, and Shin-Kiba is approximately 18, 23, and 20

min, respectively, which is 20 min shorter.

According to their extension plan, they make full use of the existing freight line, which is

not currently used, and all they need is to build an additional 6-km-long part. Thus, the estimated

construction cost is 32 billion JPY (290 million USD).
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Figure 2 - 7: Overview of Haneda Airport Access Line

Rolling stocks running in Tokyo area are mostly designed for commuters since rail

operators need to meet the huge demand in rush hour. Therefore, they eliminate luggage space and

reduce the number of seats. In the proposed plan, these commuter-dedicated trains are used for

airport access. Since most passengers using these trains are commuters for Tokyo area, it is quite

difficult to introduce rolling stocks with luggage space.
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2.2.3.4 Accessibility to Tokyo Haneda Airport by Bus

Tokyo Haneda Airport has a bus terminal in every terminal and frequent bus transportation

is provided by Airport Limousine. It accommodates various routes around Greater Tokyo area and

its headway is 10 min for the busiest route, such as Shinjuku, Shibuya, central Tokyo.

In general, rail transportation is faster than bus transportation in terms of travel time.

However, travel-time advantage for rail is not so huge since rail needs transfer at Hamamatsu-Cho

or Shinagawa station.

One of the biggest advantages for bus is direct connection from/to the airport. Passengers

carrying luggage are less likely to prefer walking a short distance. In addition, there is no need to

survive in a crowded train around Tokyo. Since most trains running in Japan do not have luggage

space, rail travelers must keep their luggage during in-vehicle time. If they choose bus, they can

have a seat and spend time in the bus. Another advantage is that bus has various destinations

including major hotels in Tokyo. Overall, bus can provide door-to-door transportation to many

destinations.

However, one big disadvantage of bus is uncertainty. Since bus might be involved in a

severe traffic jam, it is difficult to estimate the travel time accurately, thereby having a plan

accordingly. However, bus operators set a time schedule that has some amount of buffer time in

case of a traffic jam. In addition, they attempt to minimize delay by dispatching congestion and re-

routing if needed. In terms of travel cost, bus is costly than rail because of the highway fee.

Overall, bus transportation offers direct connection with higher fare.
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2.2.4 History of Narita Airport

To meet the growing demand at Haneda Airport in 1960s, the Ministry of Transport began

to consider a candidate site for a new airport in 1962. This search began partly because of some

difficulties in expanding Haneda Airport due to the following reasons. First, the expansion of the

airport offshore had technical issues from the viewpoint of civil engineering. Second, offshore

expansion would interfere with the maintenance plan for Tokyo Port. Finally, there were a lot of

limitations on aircraft departure and arrival routes because of the area near another airfield

controlled by the U.S. Air Force. Therefore, in 1966, the Japanese government decided to choose a

place in Narita city, which is located approximately 60km northeast from Tokyo. The decision was

made based on the fact that the government could make full use of state-owned land and acquire

nearby land easily. However, the construction plan was suspended because of the severe opposition

by local residents who were concerned about noise and safety problems. The protest campaign was

prolonged and escalated to armed conflict with police, causing some casualties. In the original plan,

Narita Airport had three runways: two parallel runways of 4000 m length and an intersecting

runway of 3200 m length. In 1978, however, Narita Airport finally opened with one runway due to

the long-standing opposition campaign. Even after the opening, the protest campaign continued and

the government tried to solve the problem. After the long-term negotiation, the construction of a

second runway which parallels to the first runway was completed in 2002. However, severe conflict

with airport protestors prevented completion of the original plan, which resulted in a shorter runway

of 2160 m instead of 2500 m. Therefore, wide body aircraft such as Boeing 747 could be handled

only on the first runway. In 2009, a wide-body aircraft owned by FedEx crashed on the first

runway, leading to an extension of the second runway to 2500 m for backup. Currently, Narita

Airport has two closed parallel runways with the yearly capacity of 250,000 aircraft movements
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(departures and arrivals). Moreover, to strengthen competitiveness against Haneda Airport, which is

located near downtown Tokyo, Narita Airport has been trying to attract low-cost carriers by

building a LCC Terminal and reducing landing fees. Currently, Narita Airport has three terminals:

two for network legacy carriers and one solely for low-cost carriers. Narita Airport is now serving

as a hub airport of the Japanese legacy network carriers, such as Japan Airlines and All Nippon

Airways. In order to meet the growing demand, a new construction plan for third runway is under

consideration [26]. The airport aims to increase the annual capacity from 300,000 to 460,000 by

2028.
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2.2.4.2 Accessibility to Narita Airport

There are two rail services connecting the airport to central Tokyo: JR East and Keisei Line.

JR East operates Narita Express and provides seamless transportation to some major cities such as

Tokyo, Shinjuku, Shibuya, Yokohama, and Mt. Fuji. The travel time to central Tokyo is

approximately 1 h and its headway is about 30 min. The rolling stock used for Narita Express is

designed for air traveler transportation and provides free Wi-Fi, luggage space, and multi-language

information system (English, Chinese, and Korean). Since it is a non-stop service between the

airport and Tokyo, commuters choose a local train instead of Narita Express. The local train passes

through the same line as that of Narita Express and often requires a transfer; the travel time to

Tokyo is around 110 min. In addition, the local train passes through low-population-density areas

and the headway is 40 min, which implies that commuters to Narita Airport are less likely to choose

rail due to the low frequency.

Another operator is Keisei Line. It started operation when Narita Airport opened in 1978, as

a means of access to the airport. At that time, Keisei Line was the only rail serving at Narita

Airport. However, the Narita Airport station was located 1 km south from the airport and all

passengers had to transfer to a bus. In 1991, a new Narita station was built beneath the airport and

Narita Airport was directly connected to the central Tokyo area by rail. The travel time from the

airport to its terminal Nippori station is 36 min. Although Nippori station is in Yamanote loop line,

most passengers need to transfer to JR Line to access the major destinations. Like Narita Express,

Keisei Line is also designed for air travelers, not commuters. It has enough luggage space and

provides free Wi-Fi. Overall, both JR Line and Keisei Line provide almost the same service, except

for the travel time and its rail network. Contrary to the JR Line, the Keisei Line's local train serves

as a commuter train since it passes through a residential area in Chiba Prefecture. The headway is
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15 min during peak hour and 20 min during daytime. The travel time from the airport to Nippori

station is about 80 min.
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2.2.5 Fare Structure of Network Legacy Carrier and High-Speed
Rail

Similar to other major airlines in the world, Japanese airline companies have complex fare

structures. This thesis focusses on Japan Airlines and All Nippon Airways (ANA) as network

legacy carriers, because both have similar fare structures, as shown in Figure 2-8.

Being fully refundable, changeable and cancellable, a Flex Fair is the most unrestricted and

expensive fare and roughly corresponds to the flight distance.

Both network legacy carriers provide discount fares for business travelers. All Nippon

Airways provide ANA card holders with an ANA Discount Fare which is approximately 15%

cheaper than a Flex Fare. The ticket can be booked three days before departure and it is both

refundable and changeable, essentially designed for business travelers whose schedule is subject to

change. However, the discount rate differs from route to route. One of the least discounted routes

for business travelers is the Tokyo-Sapporo route with a 9.6% discount from a Flex Fare. Higher

business discounts tend to be offered on routes which compete directly with high-speed rail

services. The discount for the Tokyo-Okayama route, where the air share accounts for 30%, is as

high as 42.2%.

Advanced purchase fares are less flexible, and their cost depends on the date of purchase.

For example, Japan Airlines provide a fare called SAKITOKU which is divided into four cost

classes depending on date of purchase prior to departure: 75 days, 55 days, 45 days and 28 days. All

these fares are non-changeable and a cancellation fee may apply if the departure day is within 55

days. Ranging from approximately 50% to 87%, these fares are suitable for leisure travelers and

those with a low willingness to pay. In this thesis, 28-day advance purchase fares are chosen for

leisure travelers.
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In contrast to air fares, high-speed rail typically provides a simple fare structure, mostly

dependent on travel distance. Although some discount is provided, it is restricted to passengers

holding a designated credit card. In this thesis, the discount fare for high-speed rail is ignored for

simplicity.

Figure 2-8 shows the relationship between a Flex Fare, a Business Discount Fare, an

Advanced Purchase Fare, and a high-speed rail fare. The x-axis and y-axis represent distance in

kilometers and fare cost in USD, respectively.
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Figure 2 - 8: Relationship between Flex Fare, Business Discount Fare, Advanced Purchase Fare for
airlines, and High-Speed Rail Fare
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Chapter 3 Effects of High-Speed Rail Expansion

Since the opening of Tokaido Shinkansen in 1964, the high-speed rail network has been

expanding. Certain routes that opened after 1987 have been categorized into Projected Shinkansen

lines, built under the Nationwide Shinkansen Railway Development Law issued in 1970.

Accessibility from major cities to certain areas greatly improved after the Projected Shinkansen

lines opened which has changed the inter-city passenger flow. To compete with high-speed rail,

airline companies have varied the size of their aircraft, their airfares and the frequency of flights.

Four cases are analyzed from the viewpoint of both air and high-speed rail.

3.1 Newly extended Shinkansen

3.1.1 Tohoku Shinkansen

In 1982, Tohoku Shinkansen started operating between Tokyo and Omiya, located

approximately 30 km north of Tokyo, and Morioka, located 450 km north of Tokyo. North and

south bound extensions were constructed soon after opening, reaching Aomori, a city 577 km north

of Tokyo. Despite operating at the maximum speed of 240 km/h, passengers traveling between

Tokyo and Aomori were required to change trains twice, once at Omiya and again at Morioka, and

the minimum travel time was approximately 380 minutes.

In 1991, Tohoku Shinkansen was linked to Tokyo Station, greatly improving the

convenience for passengers due to the improved connectivity with other high-speed and normal rail

services. Additionally, this extension decreased the Tokyo-Aomori travel time to 294 minutes, a
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reduction of 21 minutes, despite speed restrictions of 110 km/h between Tokyo and Omiya Station

due to noise complaints from residents.

In 2002, the extension project from Morioka to Hachinohe Station, located at 80 km

southeast of Aomori, was completed. This extension reduced the Tokyo-Aomori travel time to 239

minutes, including transfers, however a transfer to conventional lines at Hachinohe Station is

required.

The Tokyo-Aomori travel time was further reduced in 2010, with an extension to Shin-

Aomori Station, located 3 km west of Aomori Station. A 6-minute conventional line connects these

stations so although passengers still need to transfer to conventional, passengers can take advantage

of enhanced convenience in terms of shorter travel time.

After the introduction of a new type of rolling stock, the maximum operating speed was

increased from 275 km/h to 300 km/h in 2011, reducing the travel time to 190 minutes, a whole 10

minutes less and further improvements of the maximum operation speed in 2013 shortened the

travel time to 179 minutes. At present, Tohoku Shinkansen is operated at the maximum speed of

320 km/h between Omiya and Morioka Stations but due to the National Shinkansen Network Law,

the maximum speed in an extended section between Morioka and Shin-Aomori is limited to 260

km/h. These changes in Tokyo-Aomori travel time over the last three decades is represented in a

graph in Figure 3-1, where the y-axis represents travel time in minutes.

Currently, four train service with different stopping patterns operate on the Tohoku

Shinkansen line: Hayabusa, Hayate, Yamabiko, and Nasuno. Hayabusa is the fastest train between

Shin-Aomori Station and Tokyo Station, stopping only at major stations including Ueno, Omiya,

Sendai, and Morioka. Because the other Shinkansen services do not compete with airlines due to

their longer travel time, only Hayabusa is considered in this thesis.
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Figure 3 - 1: Change in travel time between Tokyo and Aomori by rail
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3.1.2 Tokyo-Aomori

Aomori Airport is located 13 km south of downtown Aomori. Two companies provide bus

services between the airport and city center with a travel time of approximately 35 minutes. The

airport is also accessible by car through a toll road within 30 minutes. Air transport passengers

using this toll road receive free parking at the airport. According to a survey carried out by the

Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, 60% of air transport passengers chose to

use their private car, followed by 31% for bus, and 9% for taxi [24]. Another survey revealed that

79.8% of air transport passengers can reach the airport within 90 minutes, and the average travel

time to the airport is 50.2 minutes.

Before the high-speed rail extension to Hachinohe Station in 2002, 1,600,000 passengers

passed through Aomori Airport annually. However, the number of passengers has been decreasing

due to the extension of the high-speed rail network.

Presently, there are 4 domestic routes served by three airlines, the Tokyo-Aomori route has

been the busiest route since the opening of Aomori Airport. It is provided by a network legacy

carrier, Japan Airlines, and the block-hour is approximately 80 minutes. Currently, the number of

return flights on this route is 6 per day.

According to the survey conducted by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and

Transport, the extensions to the high-speed rail network has attracted more passengers. Figure 3-2

represents the change in the number of air and high-speed rail passengers from 2009 to 2014. The

number of high-speed rail passengers rose sharply by 200,000 between 2010-2011 while airlines

have consistently been losing passengers after the high-speed rail extensions. While the market
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share of air transport accounted for 58.2% in 2000, it has been gradually decreasing and at present,

accounts for only 21.0%, the smallest percentage of the past 17 years.

The high-speed rail extension has also brought about an increase of total passengers

traveling between Tokyo and Aomori which increased from 2,420,000 in 2000 to 3,400,000 in

2017, implying that high-speed rail attracts new passengers who have not traveled before, creating a

new demand.
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Figure 3 - 2: Change in the number of passengers traveling between Tokyo and Aomori

Figure 3-3 illustrates the changes in the travel purpose of air transport passengers traveling

between Tokyo and Aomori from 2007 till 2017. Overall, the business traveler accounts for 60% of

passengers on weekdays while leisure travelers dominate flights on the weekends. Note that the

ratio of leisure travelers has been rising since 2011, when Tohoku Shinkansen was extended to

Shin-Aomori Station. At the same time, the percentage of business travelers using air transport on

weekdays has gradually decreased from 0.75 in 2010 to 0.63 in 2017 while the ratio of weekend
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leisure travelers has risen from 0.62 in 2010 to 0.84 in 2017. This rise can be attributed to the

frequency of operation: 6 flights versus 18 high-speed trains per day. Because the train tickets are

changeable and cancellable without extra charge, high-speed rail is more convenient for business

travelers whose plans are subject to change. An added convenience for business travelers choosing

high-speed rail is the possibility to utilize the 179-minute journey for work. Air transport passengers

on the other hand, need to transfer several times, which is an ineffective use of time, and results in a

lower desirability to use air transport. Total travel time is therefore not the only, nor strongest,

factor influencing modal choice.
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Figure 3 - 3: Transition of the ratio of business travelers

Before the 2002 extension, two major network legacy carriers, Japan Airlines and All

Nippon Airways, provided the Tokyo-Aomori service. However, All Nippon Airways withdrew

from the Tokyo-Aomori route one year after the extension to Hachinohe Station and since then,

Japan Airlines has held a monopoly on this route. Figure 3-4 shows the change in the number of

travelers using Aomori Airport from 1998 to 2011. The opening of Hachinohe Station saw
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reductions in passengers traveling to and from Tokyo from 100,000 in 2002 to 77,000 in 2004. A

further decrease is observed after the extension to Shin-Aomori Station in 2010. In short, high-

speed rail is very competitive.
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Figure 3 - 4: Change in the number of passengers using Aomori Airport

Figure 3-5 shows the number of flights and seats for passengers traveling to and from

Tokyo Haneda Airport. In reaction to the high-speed rail extension to Hachinohe Station, airline

companies cut the number of flights while the number of seats remained almost the same. The

number of departures decreased from 12,750 in 1998 to 9,179 in 2004, partly due to the withdrawal

of All Nippon Airways.
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Change in the number of departures and seats in Tokyo-Aomori Flight
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Figure 3 - 5: Change in the number of flights and seats in Tokyo-Aomori route

In order to manage this situation, airline companies have changed their strategy. As shown

in Figure 3-6, the number of annual flights has remained at around 4,400 while the number of seats

provided has greatly decreased from 1,250,000 in 2008 to 750,000 in 2017, maintaining operation

frequency while shifting to smaller aircraft. Until 2011, this route was often serviced by an

Airbus300-600R, a wide-body aircraft with a capacity of 290 passengers. After the full opening of

Tohoku Shinkansen, the shrinking demand saw it replaced by Boeing 737-800 and Boeing 767-

300ER with capacities of 165 and 225, respectively. Although the total number of air transport

passengers decreased, the downsizing of the aircraft led to an improvement of the load factor from

56.7% in 2008 to 72.6% in 2017, a marked improvement in transportation efficiency.
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Change in the number of passengers and seats in Tokyo-Aomori flight
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Figure 3 - 6: Number of passengers and seats provided on the Tokyo-Aomori flight

Figure 3-7 shows the change in airfares costs for the Tokyo-Aomori flight. The Flex Fare

and Business Discount Fare have gradually increased while, notably, the Advanced Purchase

Discount Fare decreased after 2009. Japan Airlines tried to attract passengers with cheaper airfares

after the high-speed rail extension to Shin-Aomori Station in 2010, matching the high-speed rail

fare of 17,350 JPY.
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Figure 3 - 7: Change in the airfares in Tokyo-Aomori flight

In an effort to promote air transport, Aomori Airport has been trying to improve intermodal

passenger transport by operating a rental car service directly from the terminal building. This

increased the ratio of air transport passengers using rental cars from 14.5% in 2009 to 20.9% in

2017 with the additional introduction of a community bus and shared taxi scheme for passengers

concerned about safety due to heavy snow in winter.

To sum up, the Tohoku Shinkansen extension clearly influenced airline company strategies.

Air transport passengers, especially business travelers, changed to the high-speed rail service due to

reduced travel time and direct connection options. While All Nippon Airways withdrew from the

Tokyo-Aomori flight route, Japan Airlines has improved transport efficiency by introducing smaller

aircraft, maintaining service frequency and reducing the cost of Advanced Purchase Discount Fares.
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3.2.1 Kyushu Shinkansen

Kyushu Shinkansen is one of the Projected Shinkansen linking Hakata with Kagoshima-

Chuo Station, located 260 km south of Hakata Station.

In 2004 the Kyushu Shinkansen was opened, operating on the southern section of the

Hakata-Kagoshima route between Shin-Yatsushiro and Kagoshima-Chuo Station. Before this, the

travel time between Hakata and Kagoshima Station was 220 minutes by conventional rail. The

partial opening of a high-speed line between Shin-Yatsushiro and Kagoshima-Chuo reduced travel

time from 220 minutes to 82 minutes in 2004, as shown in Figure 3-8, and although passengers

needed to transfer to a conventional line at Shin-Yatsushiro Station, the efficient design of the

platform enabled a transfer time of only 3 minutes. Kyushu Shinkansen has been operating at a

maximum speed of 260 km/h since opening.

In 2011, the construction between Hakata and Shin-Yatsushiro was finally completed and

Kyushu Shinkansen was fully opened, connecting Hakata and Kagoshima-Chuo Station in 79

minutes. Moreover, some trains on Kyushu Shinkansen are directly operated in conjunction with

Sanyo Shinkansen, connecting major cities such as Osaka and Kobe without the need to transfer.

Direct services to the Osaka area increased the number of rail passengers because of the reduction

of travel time from Osaka to Kagoshima from 302 to 222 minutes and from Osaka to Kumamoto

from 237 minutes to 178 minutes (see Figure 3-9). This network expansion changed passenger

trends in terms of mode choice between the Osaka-Kumamoto and Osaka-Kagoshima routes. There

are three types of high-speed rail services with different stopping patterns: Sakura, Mizuho, and

Tsubame. Sakura is operated in conjunction with Sanyo Shinkansen stopping only at major stations

between Shin-Osaka and Kagoshima-Chuo. Sakura is also the fastest train, competing with flights

between Osaka-Kumamoto and Osaka-Kagoshima. Mizuho, on the other hand, operates on the
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same section but stops at more stations. Tsubame operates only between Hakata and Kagoshima,

stopping at every station. In this thesis, Sakura is used for comparison with air transport

alternatives.

According to a survey carried out by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and

Transportation (MLIT), passenger reactions to the high-speed network expansion varied between

the two routes.
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Figure 3 - 8: Changes in travel time from Kagoshima-Chuo station
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Rail travel time from Kumamoto
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Figure 3 - 9: Changes in travel time from Kumamoto station
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3.2.2 Osaka-Kumamoto

Kumamoto Airport, located 20 km northeast of downtown Kumamoto, operates a shuttle

bus service providing a travel time of 60 minutes from Kumamoto Station. Due to the high ratio of

car use in Kumamoto city, 63% of travelers choose to travel to the airport by private car, followed

by 27% for bus. Although Tokyo is the most popular destination from the airport, passenger use of

the Kumamoto-Osaka route is also significant. The block-time is 70 minutes, and the operation

frequency is 10 return flights per day.

Figure 3-10 represents the change in the number of passengers traveling between Osaka and

Kumamoto. Because Osaka, together with Kyoto and Kobe, constitutes a metropolitan area and is

linked by a sophisticated rail network, the three prefectures - Osaka, Kyoto, and Hyogo - are

aggregated into the greater Osaka area when comparing the number of passengers using air

transport and high-speed rail.

On the Osaka-Kumamoto route, the modal share between air transport and high-speed rail

reversed after the opening of Kyushu Shinkansen in 2011. Air transport passenger numbers dropped

from 530,000 in 2010 to 430,000 in 2011 while the use of high-speed rail almost doubled from

340,000 to 700,000. This is a combination of some air transport passengers transferring to high-

speed rail along with an increase in new passengers who have not traveled before. While the total

number of passengers travelling between Osaka and Kumamoto rose from 870,000 in 2010 to

1,130,000 in 2011 modal share of high-speed rail increased from 37% to 59%. The comparatively

shorter travel time and direct connection options available on the high-speed rail service make it a

difficult competitor for air transport.
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In response, airline companies have tried to uphold the operating frequency by downsizing

the aircraft. Figure 12 illustrates the change in the number of passengers and seats provided on the

Osaka-Kumamoto route from 2008 until 2017.

The number of air transport passengers actually increased gradually from 2012 to 2015.

Airline companies operated smaller aircraft such as the smaller Bombardier DHC-8 and middle-

sized Boeing 737-800, but all the while the average number of passengers per departure decreased

from 114.3 in 2008 to 64.1 in 2017 (See Figure 3-11). Although the total number of air passengers

decreased after the opening of the high-speed rail service, the average load factor increased from

58.9% in 2010 to 69.0% in 2017.
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Figure 3 - 10: Changes in the number of air transport and high-speed rail passengers
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Change in the number of passengers and seats in Osaka-Kumamoto flight
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Figure 3 - 11: Changes in the number of air transport passengers and seats on the Osaka-Kumamoto
flight

Over the years, the Flex Fare and Business Discount Fare have risen, as shown in Figure 3-

12, while the Advanced Purchase Discount Fare has remained almost the same, even after the

opening of the high-speed rail. Airline companies still hold a competitive edge on price as the high-

speed ticket costs 18,020 JPY, which is higher than the cost of a flight.
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Change in fares between Osaka and Kumamoto
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Figure 3 - 12: Changes in airfare cost on the Osaka-Kumamoto route

We have observed that to compete with high-speed rail, airline companies tend to shift to

smaller aircraft while maintaining airfare costs and flight frequency. Although airline companies

have lost passengers due to the opening of the high-speed rail, they have managed to maintain

efficient services and competitive prices.
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3.2.3 Osaka-Kagoshima

Kagoshima Airport is located 28 km northeast of central Kagoshima. Travel time to and

from the airport is 38 minutes by shuttle bus, whose headway is 10 minutes. Like Kumamoto

Airport, of its proximity to the freeway makes it easily accessible by bus and private car. In fact,

56% of air transport passengers choose to commute to and from the airport by private car while

40% choose the bus. The major destinations served by the airport are Tokyo and Osaka. For fair

comparison, the Kagoshima-Osaka (Itami) route will be analyzed due to the lack of competition

between air transport and high-speed rail; this route is dominated by several airlines including Japan

Airlines, All Nippon Airways and low-cost carriers. Currently, the block-time is 70 minutes, and the

number of return flights is 13 per day.

Figure 3-13 shows the change in the number of passengers traveling annually between

Osaka and Kagoshima. Contrary to the Osaka-Kumamoto route, the number of rail passengers has

remained almost the same and air transport dominates the market, even after the opening of the

high-speed rail in 2004. This is mainly due to the lengthy travel time and required transfers for

high-speed rail; passengers must change at both Hakata and Shin-Yatsushiro Station, and the travel

time is 278 minutes. The operation of a partial high-speed rail service does not appear to have

impacted passengers' choice.

After Kyushu Shinkansen was fully opened in 2011, the number of rail passengers jumped,

reaching a peak of 550,000 that same year. This rise can partly be attributed to local government

and JR Kyushu supported campaigns. After 2012, the number of rail passengers has remained

almost constant except for in 2014 when a great earthquake hit Kumamoto, causing disruptions to

the high-speed rail service.
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Since 2011, airline companies have gradually gained more passenger share, attributed in

part to the market entrance of low-cost carriers. Beginning in 2012, a new low-cost carrier, Peach

Aviation, started operating a return service on the Osaka (Kansai)-Kagoshima route twice per day,

followed by an increase to three per day in 2013. Although the flight is served by a midsized

aircraft, A320-200, the load factor reaches a high of 80% due to lower fares. Over the past 15 years,

the effect of high-speed rail network expansions is relatively small, though not negligibly so,

compared with the Osaka-Kumamoto route.
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Figure 3 - 13: Change in the number of air transport and high-speed rail passengers
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Airlines serving this route have also improved their efficiency by choosing smaller aircraft

such as the Embraer 90. As shown in Figure 3-14, the number of seats provided has been

decreasing since the opening of the high-speed rail service in 2011 and the entrance of the low-cost

carrier, Peach Aviation, entered the market.

High-speed rail passenger share increased from 13% in 2010 to 28% in 2017. Given that the

total number of air transport passengers remained almost the same, this indicates an increase in

demand, with the number of rail passengers doubling from 170,000 to more than 400,000 in a 7-

year period.
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Figure 3 - 14: Change in the number of passengers and seats in the Osaka-Kagoshima flight
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As shown in Figure 3-15, Flex Fares and Business Discount Fares have increased slightly

while Advanced Purchase Discount Fares have remained stable since 2006. At just below 15,000

JPY, this fare is much lower than the high-speed rail fare of 21,380 JPY, implying that airline

companies can still offer competitive prices to leisure travelers who have a low willingness to pay,

even after the high-speed rail extension.

The extension to the high-speed rail network has largely increased the amount of rail

passengers while the number of air transport passengers has marginally decreased. Airline

companies have managed to improve operation efficiency by downsizing their aircraft and still hold

a competitive edge in terms of both travel time and cost. Furthermore, we have observed that the

entrance of a new low-cost carrier plays an important role in air transport passenger numbers.
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Figure 3 - 15: Transition of airfares in Osaka-Kagoshima flight
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3.3.1 Hokuriku Shinkansen

In 1998, the eastern extension of Hokuriku Shinkansen opened in time for the Nagano

Olympic Games, directly connecting Tokyo to Nagano, located approximately 220 km northwest of

Tokyo. This partial opening did not affect passengers traveling between Tokyo and Kanazawa.

Before Hokuriku Shinkansen was extended to Kanazawa Station, passengers traveling between

Kanazawa and Tokyo needed to take Joetsu Shinkansen to Echigo-Yuzawa Station and then change

to a local train. Because the total travel time was a minimum of 230 minutes, airline services

dominated the market, accounting for 70%.

Hokuriku Shinkansen was extended to Kanazawa in 2015, covering the 450 km distance to

Tokyo and operating at a maximum speed of 260 km/h. This route connects Tokyo to major cities

along the West coast of Japan including Kanazawa and Toyama. After the extension, the rail travel

time decreased dramatically from 225 minutes to 148 minutes on the Tokyo-Kanazawa route and

from 187 minutes to 128 minutes on the Tokyo-Toyama route. Trains operate 24 times per day

between Tokyo and Kanazawa and cost 13,600 JPY.

Hokuriku Shinkansen operates three types of services with different stopping patterns:

Kagayaki, Hakutaka, and Tsurugi. Kagayaki is the fastest train operated between Tokyo and

Kanazawa, stopping only at major stations. Hakutaka operates along the same route but stops at

more stations. Tsurugi operates between Nagano and Kanazawa and stops at all stations. In the

interest of competitive comparison with airline services, the discussion will consider Kagayaki and

Hakutaka routes only.
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3.3.2 Tokyo - Kanazawa

Komatsu Airport, located 35 km southwest of downtown Kanazawa, is a military-civilian

airport owned by the Japanese Ministry of Defense. A bus service is provided between the airport

and city center, connecting them within 40 minutes. Because Komatsu Airport is located near the

freeway entrance it is easily accessible by bus and private car. A survey conducted by the Japanese

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport showed that 57% of air transport passengers chose

private car as a preferred mode of transport, followed by 38% for bus.

Because Kanazawa is one of the largest cities along the western coast of Japan, two

network legacy carriers have provided frequent services; a total of 10 flights are operated to

Kanazawa from Tokyo daily, connecting the two airports within 70 minutes.

The high-speed rail extension to Kanazawa dramatically changed the flow of passengers.

As shown in Figure 3-16, the number of air transport passengers dropped from 1,780,000 in 2014 to

1,180,000 in 2015 while the number of rail passengers skyrocketed from 1,310,000 in 2014 to

3,750,000 in 2015. After the extension, high-speed rail dominated the market thanks to the reduced

travel time and direct connections in addition to offering frequent services resulting in a reduction

of air transport share from approximately 60% to the current low of 25%. Moreover, the total

number of passengers rose from 3,000,000 in 2014 to 4,900,000 in 2015, signifying that the high-

speed rail extension boosted travel demand significantly. It is also interesting to note that the

number of rail passengers has slightly decreased after the extension, which is possibly due to the

ineffectiveness of the opening campaign.
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Change in the number of rail and air passengers in Tokyo - Kanazawa route
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Figure 3 - 16: Change in the number of air and rail passengers traveling between Tokyo and
Kanazawa

In 2015 the percentage of business travelers using air transport for their Tokyo-Kanazawa

commute suddenly dropped to 62% from 75% in the previous year, see Figure 3-17. From this we

can deduce that despite the longer commute of high-speed rail, business travelers are more willing

to pay for the added flexibility offered by operation frequency, changeable tickets and in-vehicle

service. Contrary to the 24 trains provided by high-speed rail every day, Japan Airlines and All

Nippon Airways only operate 6 and 4 flights, respectively.

Moreover, high-speed rail has an advantage in terms of being able to offer a solid 224-

minute block of time which can be used for work. In 2019, high-speed rail started to provide free

Wi-Fi onboard, greatly improving in-vehicle convenience for both business and leisure passengers.

It is difficult, on the other hand, for air transport passengers to have enough working time while in

transit due to transfers. Although airlines also provide free in-flight Wi-Fi services, laptop is limited
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between 10 minutes after takeoff and 10 minutes before landing which results in only 50 minutes of

work time.
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Figure 3 - 17: Change in the ratio of business travelers using Tokyo-Kanazawa flight

Airlines responded to competition from high-speed rail services by lowering their fares.

Figure 3-18 shows the change in airfare cost from 2010 until 2018. The slight increase for Flex

Fares and Business Discount Fares in 2014 is due a sales tax increase from 5% to 8%. It is also

interesting to note that Advanced Purchase Discount Fares have been consistently decreasing from

14,200 JPY in 2013 to 8,000 JPY in 2018. Compared with the high-speed rail fare of 14,120 JPY,

airfares offer competitive prices which can be attributed to the fact that airlines have been trying to

attract both business and leisure travelers by discounting their airfares.
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Change in airfares in Tokyo - Kanazawa flight
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Figure 3 - 18: Changes in airfares on the Tokyo-Kanazawa route

Another promotion offered by airline companies is a special fare for passengers traveling to

various destinations via Tokyo Haneda Airport. In the United States, the airfare is typically

dependent on origin-destination rather than the travel distance. Direct flights are therefore often

more expensive than connecting flights. In Japan, on the other hand, airfares for domestic flights are

generally calculated based on the sum of each flight. Therefore, direct flights tend to be cheaper

than connecting flights. This means that travelers on connecting flights from local airports which

serve only major destinations, such as Tokyo, need to pay more in order to access another local

airport. In order to promote air transport services departing from local airports, airline companies

provide Transit Discount Fares on some routes. In fact, Komatsu Airport has the greatest number of

destinations offering Transit Discount Fares in Japan. Currently, 45 routes departing from Komatsu

Airport via Tokyo Haneda Airport offer Transit Discount Fares.
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Another approach used by airline companies to compete with high-speed rail was to shift to

smaller aircraft. The average number of passengers suddenly dropped from 200 per departure in

2014 to 140 per departure in 2015. The number of annual flights also decreased from 8,600 in 2014

to 7,200 in 2017. Thanks to these countermeasures, the average load factor increased from 63% in

2014 to 68.8% in 2017.

The importance of an air transport infrastructure is still important, despite the existence of a

high-speed rail service. In order to ensure that air transportation continues to offer competitive

services, the local government has tried to promote air transport. In the Ishikawa prefecture, home

to Komatsu Airport, provided subsidies of 5,000 JPY to air transport passengers heading to Tokyo.

Ishikawa also improved airport accessibility by adding a new exit from the freeway close to the

airport.

The Fukui prefecture, located next to Ishikawa, started a campaign to reward business

travelers for using the Tokyo-Kanazawa flight by offering gifts. Currently, Komatsu Airport is

shifting its focus on international flights to Asian cities such as Seoul, Taipei, and Bangkok.

Another promotion, provided by Komatsu Airport to support the high dependency on

private cars, was a parking fee reduction which came into effect after the opening of the high-speed

rail in 2015. A regular car costs 400 JPY per day which is the cheapest parking fare in any Japanese

airport. Moreover, free-parking is provided for travelers on international flights via Tokyo.
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To sum up, the high-speed rail expansion to Kanazawa had a great impact on passengers

traveling to and from Tokyo. With reduced travel times and direct high-speed rail connections, the

number of rail passengers increased 2.9. The number of air transport passengers, on the other hand,

dropped by two-thirds, losing 34% of modal share between 2014 and 2015. Business travelers who

previously chose air transport shifted to high-speed rail due to the operation frequency and in-

vehicle amenities. Airlines have since tried to attract travelers by reducing airfares and providing

Transit Discount Fares while also shifting to smaller aircraft and decreasing operation frequency.

These countermeasures helped airlines to improve operation efficiency. Local governments and

airports also promoted air transportation through various policies such as reduced parking fares and

improved ground accessibility.
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3.3.3 Tokyo-Toyama

Toyama Airport is located 7 km south of central Toyama and due to its proximity to a

freeway interchange, the airport is easily accessible by private car and bus. A survey showed that

77% of air transport passengers use private car, followed by 15% for bus. The travel time to and

from Toyama Station is approximately 20 minutes by car. Only two domestic routes, Tokyo-

Toyama and Sapporo-Toyama, are provided by All Nippon Airways.

Just as for the Tokyo-Kanazawa route, the extension of the high-speed rail had an enormous

direct impact on this route. As shown in Figure 3-19, the number of air transport passengers halved

from 2014 to 2016 while the number of rail transport passengers more than doubled in the same

period, dominating the market at 89% in 2016. Notably, the ratio of business travelers using air

transport on weekdays dropped from 82% in 2014 to 67%, a very similar trend to the Tokyo-

Kanazawa route. This seems to imply that business travelers tend to choose rail due to the operation

frequency.

Although the amount of air transport passengers has largely decreased, the total number of

annual passengers traveling between Tokyo and Toyama grew significantly from 2,100,000 in 2014

to 3,200,000 in 2017, with a slight peak of 3,300,000 in 2015. Just like the Tokyo-Kanazawa route,

the advent of high-speed rail induced travel demand.
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Change in the number of rail and air travelers in Tokyo - Toyama route
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Figure 3 - 19: Change in the number of passengers traveling between Tokyo and Toyama

Changes in airfares saw a reduction in the Advanced Purchase Discount Fare since the

extension in 2015 while the Flex Fare and Business Discount Fare remained almost constant, see

Figure 3-20. This price reduction is significant because All Nippon Airways has historically held a

monopoly on the Tokyo-Toyama flight. Compared with the rail fare of 12,730 JPY, the Advanced

Purchase Discount Fare offers huge advantage in terms of price.
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Change in airfares in Tokyo - Toyama flight
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Figure 3 - 20: Change in airfares for the Tokyo-Toyama flight

In order to deal with these changes in passenger flows, airline companies reduced the

number of flights and chose smaller aircraft. Currently, only one airline operates four return flights

between Tokyo-Toyama, a reduction from six return flights per day prior to the extension. In

addition, the extra flights previously offered during peak season were decreased. The amount of

annual flights has therefore plummeted from 4,300 in 2015 to 2,900 in 2017, corresponding to a

33% decrease (Figure 3-21). All Nippon Airways also switched from Boeing 767-300 to the

smaller Boeing 737-800, thereby reducing the total number of seats from 214 to 166 per flight.

However, despite the reduction in flight frequency, airfares, and total number of seats, the reduction

air transport passengers overall has resulted in the load factor remaining at a constant 62% over the

past 10 years.
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Figure 3 - 21: Changes in the number of flights on the Tokyo-Toyama flight

The local government tried to support air transportation by subsidizing air transport

passengers after the high-speed rail extension. For example, students on school excursions receive

free charter-bus transport to and from the airport but, judging from the observed changes in the

number of air transport passengers, these initiatives seem to have been ineffective.

In summary, the high-speed rail extension impacted heavily upon the air transport sector.

Due to greater service frequency and direct connections to Tokyo Station, air transport passengers,

especially business travelers, switched to high-speed rail which also served to boost demand within

the region. Airline companies tried to adapt to these changes in various ways; changing to smaller

aircraft, reducing operation frequency, and lowering airfares. The local government also supported

air transportation by offering subsidies to air travelers. In spite of these countermeasures, the

number of air transport passengers has been shrinking consistently after the high-speed rail

extension.
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3.4.1 Hokkaido Shinkansen

The construction plan for Hokkaido Shinkansen, which operates between the cities of

Aomori and Sapporo, was originally proposed in 1973 as one of the Projected Shinkansen lines.

Suspended in 1987 due to the bankruptcy of Japan National Railway, the southern section of the

project, between Aomori and Hakodate, was restarted in 2005 and completed in 2016. Before the

opening of Hokkaido Shinkansen, rail passengers needed to take the high-speed service from Tokyo

to Shin-Aomori Station and then transfer to a conventional line. Because the total travel time was at

least 310 minutes, including transfer time, few people chose rail.

In 2016, Hokkaido Shinkansen started to operate in conjunction with Tohoku Shinkansen,

directly connecting to Tokyo in 242 minutes. Due to a strait between Hokkaido and Aomori,

Hokkaido Shinkansen passes through Seikan Tunnel, which is 100 m underneath the bottom of the

sea. The length of the tunnel is 53.9 km, which was the longest rail tunnel in the world until 2016.

Seikan Tunnel has served as an important trunk railroad connecting Hokkaido island and Honshu,

the main island of Japan. Both passenger and freight transportation between the two islands has

been heavily dependent on rail and air rather than road since the opening of the tunnel in 1985.

Although it was originally constructed for freight rail, which uses a conventional narrow-gauge line,

Seikan Tunnel was designed to accommodate both conventional and high-speed rail so this section

is currently shared by high-speed rail and freight rail. In the interest of safety, the maximum speed

limit for trains passing each other in the tunnel is 140 km/h, a big reduction from the 260 km/h limit

in other sections Therefore, although state-of-the-art rolling stocks with a maximum speed of 320

km/h have been introduced , the Hokkaido Shinkansen commute takes longer compared with other

sections due to these speed limits.
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The northern terminal, Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto Station, was constructed 18 km north of

downtown Hakodate. Therefore, passengers are still required to transfer to a conventional train to

access the city center, taking an extra 20 minutes. Hokkaido Shinkansen operates 10 times per day

to Tokyo and back and the fare costs 22,690 JPY.

Currently, two types of high-speed rail services are provided to Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto

station: Hayabusa and Hayate. Taking only 238 minutes to and from Tokyo, Hayabusa is a fast

express train operated by JR East and JR Hokkaido, stopping only at the major stations of Ueno,

Omiya, Sendai, Morioka, Shin-Aomori and Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto. Hayate, operating from Sendai,

stops at almost every station. For this comparison with air transport services, only Hayabusa is

considered.
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3.4.2 Tokyo-Hakodate

Hakodate Airport is a nationally owned airport located 9 km east of central Hakodate, the

political, economic and cultural center of the southern part of Hokkaido. Bus services are provided

by two companies, linking the airport to the city center within 20 minutes. Although Hakodate

citizens have requested an extension of the Hakodate city tram, the plan cannot go forward due to

budget constraints. As with other local airports, private cars account for 52% of airport access,

followed by 32% for bus.

Hakodate Airport has seven domestic routes operated by four airlines with Tokyo Haneda

Airport being the busiest destination by far. Due to the air traffic congestion at Tokyo, low-cost

carriers have been unable to enter this market. At present, Japan Airlines and All Nippon Airways

provide six return flights per day with a travel time of 80 minutes.

Figure 3-22 illustrates the change in the number of air and rail travelers on the Tokyo-

Hakodate route and while the number of air transport passengers has remained constant at around

520,000, the number of rail passengers increased from 180,000 in 2015 to 300,000 in 2016. This

trend is completely different from other routes which saw decreases in the amount of air transport

passengers with the opening of high-speed rail and can be attributed to a longer distance and travel

time to Tokyo. In general, high-speed rail is very competitive only for routes of less than 4 hours. In

addition, travelers going to central Hakodate still need to transfer to a conventional line as Shin-

Hakodate-Hokuto Station is located 20 minutes away from Hakodate Station. Thus, the effect of the

high-speed rail extension on air transportation is limited. However, the opening of Hokkaido

Shinkansen is important for boosting the total number of passengers traveling between Tokyo and

Hakodate, seen in a drop in the air transport passenger percentage from 87% in 2015 to 65% in

2016.
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Change in the number of rail and air passengers in Tokyo - Hakodate route
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Figure 3 - 22: Changes in the number of air and rail passengers traveling between Tokyo and
Hakodate

As seen in Figure 3-23, Flex Fares and Business Discount Fares increased from 2013 to

2015, and then plateaued. Advanced Purchase Discount Fares on the other hand, gradually

increased over the past 8 years with two slight peaks in 2011 and 2016. Taking the rail fare of

22,690 JPY into account, the Advanced Purchase Discount Fare is still cheaper, but when also

including the cost transport to the airport, there is no cost difference.
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Transition of airfares in Tokyo - Nakodate flight
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Figure 3 - 23: Changes in airfares for the Tokyo-Hakodate flight

Figure 3-24 shows the change in the number of passengers and seats on the Tokyo-

Hakodate route. Even after the high-speed rail opening, the number of air transport passengers

remained the same, except in 2011 when a great earthquake hit the east part of Japan. Likewise,

airline companies did not change their strategy in terms of aircraft size and service frequency; the

number of flights and seats have remained almost the same over the past 10 years.
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Change in the number of passengers and seats in HND-HKD flight
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Figure 3 - 24: Changes in the number of air transport passengers and seats on the Tokyo-Hakodate
flight

To sum up, the observed effect of the high-speed rail opening on air transportation was very

small due to the longer travel time. In addition, the poor operation frequency of high-speed rail

cannot attract business travelers while airline companies have been able to increase the Advanced

Purchase Fare to match the rail fare.
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3.2 On-going construction project of Hokkaido Shinkansen

As previously mentioned, Hokkaido Shinkansen partially opened to Hakodate in 2016 but

the rest of the northern section to Sapporo Station is still under construction and is supposed to be

completed in 2030.

In order to hold a competitive edge against airline companies, JR East and JR Hokkaido are

trying to reduce the travel time between Tokyo and Sapporo by introducing a new rolling stock

which can be operated at a maximum speed of 360 km/h. Although this route is dominated by

several airline companies, there is a possibility that they will be affected by the high-speed rail

extension.
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3.2.1 Tokyo Haneda - Sapporo New-Chitose (HND-CTS) route

Currently, this route is one of the busiest domestic flights in the world, a frequent service is

provided by several airlines. In 2018, 45 return flights were provided each day, serving 9 million

passengers each year. The block-hour, which refers to gate-to-gate time, is approximately 90

minutes, and the stage length referring to flight distance is 820 km.

Figure 3-25 represents the changes in the annual number of passengers and the number of

seats provided and while the number of travelers remained almost the same over a decade (except in

2011 when a great earthquake hit the eastern part of Japan), the number of seats decreased from

14,000,000 in 2008 to 12,000,000 in 2017. This is because airline companies have been trying to

improve the load factor by shifting to medium-sized aircraft, resulting in a change in load factor

from 68.6% in 2008 to 74.7% in 2017.

Changes in the number of passengers and seats in Tokyo (Haneda) - Sapporo flight
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Figure 3 - 25: Changes in the number of air transport passengers and seats on the Tokyo (Haneda)-
Sapporo route
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A survey conducted by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation

shows that on weekdays, around 50% of passengers are traveling for business, followed by 30% for

sightseeing. On weekends, on the other hand, this trend reverses; nearly half of the passengers are

leisure travelers while business travelers account for less than a quarter (see Figure 3-26).

Due to capacity constraints in Haneda Airport, no low-cost carriers serve this route.

Travel Purpose (weekday)

m Work m Sightseeing m Private Others a Not applicable

Travel Purpose (weekend)

m Work a Sightseeing a Private - Others m Not applicable

Figure 3 - 26: Ratio of travel purpose in Tokyo (Haneda)-Sapporo flight
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3.2.2 Tokyo Narita - Sapporo New-Chitose (NRT-CTS) route

Historically, Narita Airport has mainly operated international flights, however, recently

some domestic flights have begun to operate. In 2018, 20 return flights per day were provided by

five airlines. Because of poor accessibility compared with Haneda Airport, Narita Airport has been

trying to compete by attracting low-cost carriers [27]. The graph in Figure 3-27 shows the change in

the number of domestic passengers and flights 2008 until 2017. After the entrance of LCCs in 2012,

the number of domestic flights has been growing. The number of travelers passing through Narita

Airport has significantly increased from 0.3 million in 2011 to 1.8 million in 2017 but their travel

purposes are completely different from those using Haneda Airport (see Figure 3-28). Both on

weekdays and weekends, approximately half of the passengers are leisure travelers. The percentage

of business travelers is only 14% on weekdays and 8% on weekends. Despite the poor accessibility

of Narita Airport, it has succeeded in attracting leisure travelers due mainly to low air fares.

Considering that the total number of passengers moving between Haneda Airport and New-Chitose

Airport remained the same over a decade, the entrance of LCCs to Narita Airport produced a new

demand, especially for leisure travelers who have a lower willingness to pay.
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Change in the number of passengers and seats in Tokyo (Narita) - Sapporo flight
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Figure 3 - 27: Change in the number of air passengers and seats in Tokyo (Narita)-Sapporo flight

Narita - Sapporo (Weekday)
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Narita - Sapporo (Weekend)
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Figure 3 - 28: Ratio of the travel purpose in Tokyo (Narita)-Sapporo flight
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Chapter 4 Modeling and Simulation

4.1 Analysis of competition between HSR and Air

In this section, the competition in some travel routes between high-speed rail and air is

discussed using a discrete choice model.

A decision maker's choice of one alternative from a finite number of alternatives can be

analyzed with a discrete choice model proposed by Ben-Akiva et al [28]. In this case, the decision

maker refers to an individual or group. In general, different decision makers will choose different

options from among the set of alternatives.

One of the major benefits of using the discrete choice model is that an individual's behavior

can be predicted. Moreover, the model can determine the relative influence of the different

attributes of each alternative and the characteristics of the decision maker.

In general, there are two methods of modeling an individual's behavior: the aggregated and

disaggregated models. The aggregated model directly models aggregated share as a function of the

characteristics of the alternatives and the socio-demographic attributes of the group.

On the other hand, the disaggregated model is based on the concept that aggregated behavior is

attributed to an individual's decision. Therefore, it models an individual's choice as a function of

the characteristics of the individual's alternatives and socio-demographic attributes.

This thesis primarily uses the disaggregated model because it has the following advantages.

To begin with, the disaggregated model can reflect changes in choice behavior since it can explain

the reason for an individual's choice based on his or her circumstance. In contrast, the aggregated

model can only show statistical correlations among the relevant variables; therefore, it is unable to
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provide accurate estimates of changes in choice behavior. Second, the disaggregated model is easier

to understand and better describes individual behavior. As such, it is more suited for proactive

policy analysis because it is less tied to estimation data and provides a wide range of relevant policy

variables. Finally, the disaggregated model is more advantageous in terms of calculation efficiency

and the reliability of the per unit cost of data collection. This provides substantial variation in the

behavior of interest, which leads to the efficient estimation of each parameter. On the other hand,

the aggregated model requires much more data to obtain the same level of data accuracy. In this

thesis, the multinomial logit model and nested logit model are used to analyze the relationship

between high-speed rail and air transportation.
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4.1.1 Multinomial Logit Model

The mathematical form of a discrete choice model is determined by the assumptions that

lead to a multinomial logit model.

1. The error components are Gumbel-distributed

2. The error components are identically and independently distributed across alternatives

3. The error components are identically and independently distributed across

observations/individuals

This model gives the choice probabilities of each alternative as a function of the systematic

proportion of the utility function of all alternatives. The general expression for the probability of

choosing alternative i from J is

P 0) -exp(Vi)

i _' exp(Vj)

where P(i) is the probability that a decision maker will choose alternative I, and Vj is the systematic

component of the utility of alternative j.

In this case, the alternatives are rail and air, and the probability can be expressed simply, as

follows.

P(Rail) exp(VRail)
exp(VRail) + exp(VAir)

P(Bus) = 1 - P(Rail) = exp(VAir)
exp(VRail) + exp(VAir)
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This formulation implies that the probability that a decision-maker will choose an

alternative (rail or air) increases monotonically with an increase in the systematic utility of the

alternative and decreases with an increase in the systematic utility of each of the other alternatives.

To simplify the model, I assumed that the utility function can be determined by travel time

and travel cost. Thus, the utility function can be defined as follows.

VRaii = ao + ac 1TT(Rail) + a2 TC(Rail)

VAir = f + / 1 TT (Air) + f 2 TC(Air)

where TT and TC indicate travel time and travel cost, respectively. Travel time means the total time

spent from origin to destination, including time for transfers. In this case, origin is the airport.

To clarify each coefficient, the probability equation can be modified as follows.

The procedure for the maximum likelihood estimation involves two important steps.

1. Develop a joint probability density function of the observed sample, which is called the

likelihood function.

2. Estimate the parameter values that maximize the likelihood function.

The likelihood function for a sample of T individuals and J alternatives can be defined as follows.

L(fl) = 7 R(Pit(f) it
VtET VjE]

Where

Sit = 1 if individual t chooses j, and 0 otherwise.
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P t is the probability that individual t chooses alternative j.

The value of the parameters for maximizing the likelihood function is obtained by finding

the first derivative of the likelihood function and equating it to zero. However, since this value tends

to be extremely large, and the log of a function yields the same maximum and is more convenient to

differentiate, the log-likelihood should be maximized instead of the likelihood function itself.

Thus, the log-likelihood function can be expressed as follows.

LL(fl) = Log(L(fl)) = Ix in
VtET VjEj

dLL(f3) _ \ 7 ldP t(P)
= /6jtx-xa3 jt ap

Ok Vj Ej VtET 1Pt

Vk

Each value for travel time, travel cost, and transfer, for each competing route, was obtained

from a timetable.

As discussed earlier, the probability function can be expressed as follows.

exp(X'jtP)
pit = Zjexp(X'jtfl)

In addition, the first derivative with respect to each element of fl is

= Pjt(X'jkt - Pi'tX kt) Vk

Therefore, the derivative of the log-likelihood function can be modified as

aX(LL) _ - PirtXj,t )
Mk VtET VjEj jft

Vk= z (St - Pit)X'jt
VtGT VjEj
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The maximum likelihood is obtained by setting the above equation equal to zero and solving for the

best values of the parameter vector. The goodness of fit of the model can be measured by the rho-

squared value.

For comparison, two models are added: the zero-coefficient and constant-only models. The

utility function of the zero-coefficient model is represented as follows.

VRaii = 0

VbUS = 0

Likewise, the utility function for the constant-only model can be expressed as follows.

VRail = Y

VBUS = 0

Let us assume that LL(O) and LL(C) represent the log-likelihoods in the zero-coefficient

model and constant-only model, respectively.

LL(ft) represents the log-likelihood for the estimated model, and LL(*) = 0 is set for the

perfect prediction model. The rho-squared value is based on the relations among the log-likelihood

values; it is simply the ratio of the distance between the reference model and estimated model

divided by the difference between the reference model and a perfect model.

If the reference model is an equally likely model, the rho square with respect to zero can be

represented as follows.
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2 LL(f) - LL(0)

P" LL(*) - L L(0)

Since the log-likelihood value for the perfect model is zero, it can be modified as follows.

2 = 1 - (fl)
PO L L(0)

Likewise, the rho square with respect to the constant-only model is

2 LL() - LL(C) LL(fl)
c LL(*) - LL(C) LL(C)

Similar to R square in the linear regression model, the values of both rho squares range

between 0 and 1. A value of zero implies that the model is no better than the reference model. On

the other hand, a value close to I implies that the model fits very well and all choices are predicted

correctly.

For the competition analysis between rail and bus, I chose bus routes that are parallel to the

rail route. The data were obtained from a questionnaire carried out by the Japanese Ministry of

Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism between 2007 until 2015. Travel time, travel cost, and

transfer were obtained from the timetables provided by each operator.
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4.1.2 Analysis of competition between HSR and Network Legacy
Carriers

In this section, a competition analysis of high-speed rail and air is discussed using a

multinomial logit model. There are several routes served by both high-speed rail and air

transportation. To estimate the effect of high-speed rail extension, a software called NLOGIT is

used for the computer simulation. For the simulation, the following data was obtained.

Travel Time

Travel time for high-speed rail and air was divided into in-vehicle time and out-vehicle

time. In-vehicle time refers to the time spent in an aircraft or high-speed rail rolling stock, while

out-vehicle time is all other time spent travelling, including access time for each airport, check-in

and airport processing time, dwell time, and egress time from the airport to a destination.

In-vehicle time was obtained from the timetables released by operators such as JR, Japan

Airlines, and All Nippon Airways. Similarly, access time and egress time were calculated from the

timetables issued by railway companies operating conventional lines and bus companies. Airport

check-in time and dwell time, on the other hand, were estimated based on a questionnaire conducted

by the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport [29].
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Travel Cost

Like travel time, travel cost is divided into in-vehicle and out-vehicle travel costs. In-

vehicle travel cost refers to high-speed rail fare and airfare. As mentioned in the previous chapter,

there is only one simple fare structure in high-speed rail. On the other hand, airlines have a

complicated fare structure. Since it is difficult to estimate average yield for each flight, the Business

Discount Fare and Advanced Purchase Fare were chosen, assuming that all business travelers

purchase Business Discount Fares, while all leisure travelers choose Advanced Purchase Discount

Fares. The ratio of business and leisure travelers is assumed to be 1: 1.

Out-vehicle travel cost was obtained from the fare tables released by feeder transportation

operators such as railway and bus companies. Since parking fees are dependent on the duration of

each trip, they are ignored in this section.
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4.1.3 Discussion of simulation results

The simulation result is shown in Table 1. First, the coefficient of each alternative is

discussed. The sign for in-vehicle travel time, in-vehicle travel cost, out-vehicle travel time, and

out-vehicle travel cost is negative, showing that an increase in both travel time and travel cost has a

negative impact on the probability that an individual will choose each alternative. In addition, when

comparing the absolute value of each coefficient, in-vehicle travel cost has the largest value,

implying that in-vehicle travel cost plays a central role in the attractiveness of each alternative. On

the other hand, in-vehicle travel cost has a very small impact on the utility, indicating that it is less

important in terms of the probability that the alternative (high-speed rail or air) will be chosen by an

individual.

Table 4 - 1: Simulation result of the binary logit analysis

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model
Dependent variable Choice
Log likelihood function -83.79321
Estimation based on N = 263, K = 5
Inf.Cr.AIC = 177.6 AIC/N = .675

Log likelihood R-sqrd R2Adj
Constants only -174.6782 .5203 .5110
Note: R-sqrd = 1 - logL/Logl(constants)

Chi-squared[ 4] = 181.77000
Prob [ chi squared > value ] = .00000
Response data are given as ind. choices
Number of obs.= 263, skipped 0 obs
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I Standard Prob. 95% Confidence
MODE| Coefficient Error z Izl>Z* Interval

----------------------------------------------------------------------

IVTTI -.03224*** .00547 -5.89 .0000 -.04296 -.02152
IVTC2-.51221D-04 .00013 -.39 .6959-.30808D-03 .20564D-03
OVTTI -.01459*** .00463 -3.16 .0016 -.02366 -.00553
OVTC| -.00019 .00095 -.20 .8408 -.00205 .00167

A_HSRI 3.11085* 1.67220 1.86 .0628 -.16660 6.38831
----------------------------------------------------------------------

nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx.
***, **, * ==> Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level.
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Table 4-2 shows the elasticity of each component. The upper table shows the elasticity of

probabilities of each alternative with respect to in-vehicle travel time. The negative sign in the

diagonal cells indicates that when one alternative (high-speed rail, for example) increases, the

probability that the alternative (high-speed rail) will be chosen decreases, while the probability that

the opponent alternative (air) will be chosen increases, and vice versa.

Considering the elasticity with respect to in-vehicle travel time, the impact of in-vehicle

time for high-speed rail is the largest (-5.84), implying that high-speed rail has elastic characteristics

in terms of in-vehicle travel time since the absolute value of the elasticity is larger than 1.

On the other hand, the change in in-vehicle travel cost has inelastic characteristics, meaning that the

travel demand can be regarded as a necessity.

Comparing the elasticity with respect to in-vehicle travel time and in-vehicle travel cost, in-

vehicle travel time plays an important role in passengers' choice.

Table 4 - 2: Simulation result for the elasticity analysis

Elasticity wrt change of X in row choice on
Prob[column choice]
--------------------------
IVTT I HSR AIR
--------------------------

HSRI -5.8400 2.1547
AIRI 2.0453 -.9455

Elasticity wrt change of X in row choice on
Prob[column choice]
--------------------------
IVTC2 I HSR AIR
--------------------------

HSRI -.8272 .3269
AIRI .7289 -.3352
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4.1.4 Modal share prediction for the Tokyo-Sapporo Route using
a binary choice model

These results are used to estimate the modal share of high-speed rail for a proposed

extension of the Hokkaido Shinkansen to Sapporo. Since the travel time and travel cost for air

travelers will remain the same, the modal share of high-speed rail is predicted by changing in-

vehicle travel time and in-vehicle travel cost. Note that the Hokkaido Shinkansen will directly link

the Tokyo and Sapporo stations, so out-vehicle travel time and out-vehicle travel cost is zero.

Figure 4-1 shows the relationship between the modal share of high-speed rail and in-vehicle travel

time. The x axis represents the in-vehicle travel time for high-speed rail while the y axis represents

the ratio of high-speed rail.

Modal share of high-speed rail
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Figure 4 - 1: Expected modal share of high-speed rail with respect to in-vehicle travel time

(in-vehicle travel cost equals 26,760 JPY)
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As shown in the figure, when in-vehicle time reaches 270 minutes, the modal share is 50%.

According to the construction plan, in-vehicle time between Tokyo and Sapporo is estimated to be

300 minutes. In this case, the possible ratio of high-speed rail will be 26.8%. Considering the fact

that the current rail share is approximately 1% at present, a high-speed rail extension will have an

impact to some extent. However, the Tokyo-Sapporo route will be dominated by airlines even after

the high-speed extension.
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4.2 Analysis of competition between High-Speed Rail, Network
Legacy Carriers, and Low-Cost Carriers

Considering the growing market for low-cost carriers, a competition model for high-speed

rail, network legacy carriers, and low-cost carriers is discussed. Since low-cost carriers first entered

Japan in 2012, the market has not yet matured. However, the growth of these low-cost carriers

implies that they will play an important role in intercity transportation in the future.

In general, low-cost carriers choose secondary airports to reduce operation costs including

ground handling, landing fees, and airport management costs. This means that the air travelers using

low-cost carriers tend to spend more time for access and egress in exchange for lower airfares.

At present, two major low-cost carriers serve several routes: Peach Aviation and Vanilla Air.

Peach Aviation, founded in 2012, has its major hub at Kansai International Airport, providing

several routes that compete with high-speed rail as well as network legacy carriers. Vanilla Air is

domestically based at Tokyo Narita Airport. It was originally founded in 2011 as Air Asia Japan, a

joint investment by All Nippon Airways and Air Asia.

The following five routes, which are all served by high-speed rail, network legacy carriers,

and low-cost carriers are targeted for competition analysis: Tokyo-Sapporo, Tokyo-Osaka, Tokyo-

Fukuoka, Osaka-Sendai, and Osaka-Fukuoka.

Like the competition analysis between high-speed rail and air discussed in the previous

section, in-vehicle travel time, out-vehicle travel time, and out-vehicle travel cost are obtained from

the timetables issued by each operator. In contrast, airfares for low-cost carriers have different fare

structures from network legacy carriers. In this section, airfares were calculated by averaging the

lowest and highest airfares.
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Due to poor accessibility, the out-vehicle travel time and cost for low-cost carriers tend to

be larger than those for network legacy carriers serving major airports such as the Tokyo Haneda

Airport and Osaka Itami Airport. In order to create a competition model, the nested logit model is

introduced.
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4.2.1 Nested Logit Model

Urban and intercity transportation can be well described by the multinomial logit model

thanks to its simple mathematical form. However, the multinomial logit model has a critical

drawback in terms of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternative Property (IIA Property), which

may lead to unrealistic predictions. IIA Property states that the ratio of probabilities that an

individual will choose two alternatives is affected only by the fixed utility of that alternative, and

not by the other alternatives. This means that any alternative added to the set of choices will

decrease the likelihood that all the other alternatives will be chosen by an equal fraction.

This theory can be explained by the following example. Suppose that a commuter chooses

between a private car and blue bus to go to work. Assume that the probability that the individual

will choose a private car is two-thirds, while the probability he or she will choose the blue bus is

one-third. This means that the ratio of the probability is 2:1. Now, consider a case in which a new

bus operator introduces a red bus on the same route using the same schedule. Due to the IIA

Property, the multinomial logit model leads to unfeasible prediction.

The relative probability of the private car and blue bus remains 2:1. In addition, since the

blue and red buses have the same utility, their probability ratio should be 1:1. Therefore, the

probability that an individual will choose a private car is one-half. Likewise, the probability that the

blue bus and red bus are chosen is one-quarter, respectively.

In the most feasible expectation, however, the probability that the private car will be chosen

remains the same, two-thirds, while the remaining bus commuters will split equally between the red

and blue buses, with probability of one-sixth each. This means that adding one alternative (red bus)
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to the commuter's choice set will have no effect on the probability that he or she will choose the

private car.

Comparing the two interpretations, in the first, the possibility that a commuter will choose a private

car decreases from two-thirds to one half, leading to an unrealistic value. This example illustrates

the extreme case of IIA Property. In order to avoid it, nested logit model is introduced.

In the nested logit model, alternatives that have similar characteristics are combined into a

group (nest). Alternatives in a common nest show a higher degree of similarity and competitiveness.

The nested logit model is based on the assumption that some alternatives share common

components in their random error terms. In other words, the random term of the nested alternatives

can be divided into a portion related to each alternative and a portion related to the groups of

alternatives.

Consider the intercity transportation choice of high-speed rail, a network legacy carrier, or a

low-cost carrier. In this case, the utility function can be expressed as follows:

UHSR = VHSR + EHSR

UNLC = VNLC + VAir + ENLC + EAir

ULCC = VLCC + VAir + ELCC + EAir'

The utility terms for both the network legacy carrier (NLC) and low-cost carrier (LCC)

contain the common component VAir and distinct components VNLC and VLCC. Likewise, the random

components can be divided into the common term EAir and distinct terms ENLC and ELCC.

Since the total error term of each alternatives is assumed to have a Gumbel distribution, like

the multinomial logit model, the variance of these distributions can be expressed as follows:
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7r2
Var(EHSR) = Var(EAir + ENLC) = Var(EAir + ELCC) -

The error term of CNLC and ELCC is also assumed to have a Gumbel distribution with scale parameter

puAir. Note that the logsum parameter, OAzr, is introduced as the inverse of scale parameter uAir. In this

case, the variance of the network legacy carrier and low-cost carrier can be represented as follows:

2z r265,.
Var(ENLC) = Var(ELCC) = 2 7ir 6

The conditional variance and total variance of the network legacy carrier and low-cost

carrier meet the following constraints:

Var(ENLC) < Var(ENLC + EAir)

Var(ELCC) < Var(ELCC + EAir)-

The scale parameter PAir must meet the following equation:

0 < &Air < 1-

Air

NLC LCC

(HSR)

Figure 4 - 2: Nest structure of the competition model between high-speed rail, network legacy
carriers, and low-cost carriers
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The conditional probability that an individual will choose the network legacy carrier or

low-cost carrier can be shown as follows.

P(NLC\Air) =

P(LCC|Air) =

exp (NLC)
OAir

exp ( ' + exp
6 Air1 0 Air'

exp( VAr)

exp (N + exp (Vcc
0 Air' 0 Air-

As shown above, the conditional probability in the lower nest has a structure similar to a

standard logit model, except for inclusion of logsum parameter QAir.

The marginal choice probabilities of each alternative are expressed as follows.

P(HSR)= exp(VHSR)
exp(VHSR) + exp(VAir + QAir FAir)

P(Air)= exp(VAir + AirAir)

exp(VHSR) + exp(VAir + &AirFAir)

where I7Ar represents the expected value of the maximum utilities of the network legacy carrier and

low-cost carrier. It can be calculated from the log of the sum components of the nested utilities, and

it is referred to as the logsum parameter.

FAir = log lexp NLCr + exp ('~LCC)
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The probability that an individual will choose the nested alternatives, the network legacy

carrier or low-cost carrier, can be calculated by multiplying the conditional probability of the nested

alternatives by the marginal probability.

P(NLC) = P(NLC|Air) x P(Air)

P(LCC) = P(LCC|Air) x P(Air)
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4.2.2 Discussion of simulation results

The simulation results are shown in Table 3. It is interesting to note that the logsum

parameter, Ai,, equals 0.4176, implying that there is a strong correlation between network legacy

carriers and low-cost carriers. This means that the nest structure in Figure 4-2 is feasible.

In addition, in-vehicle travel time has a great impact on decision makers since the absolute

value of the coefficient is the largest, which is consistent with previous research in Europe [30]. The

negative sign of the coefficient indicates that the larger the value of in-vehicle travel time, the lower

the possibility that the alternative will be chosen by an individual. On the other hand, in-vehicle

travel cost and out-vehicle travel cost are less important since the absolute value of their

coefficients are small. It is interesting to note that the disadvantage of low-cost carriers caused by

poor accessibility to secondary airports is not very significant.
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Table 4 - 3: Simulation result based on the nested logit model

FIML Nested Multinomial Logit Model
Dependent variable MODE
Log likelihood function -251.10507
Restricted log likelihood -402.02536
Chi squared [ 6](P= .000) 301.84060
Significance level .00000
McFadden Pseudo R-squared .3753999
Estimation based on N = 409, K = 6
Inf.Cr.AIC = 514.2 AIC/N = 1.257

Log likelihood R-sqrd R2Adj
No coefficients -402.0254 .3754 .3708
Constants only -373.3112 .3274 .3224
At start values -252.8980 .0071-.0002
Note: R-sqrd = 1 - logL/LogI(constants)

Response data are given as ind. choices
The model has 2 levels. Model form: RU1
Number of obs.= 410, skipped 1 obs

-----+----------------------------------------------------------

I Standard Prob. 95% Confidence
MODEl Coefficient Error z lz|>Z* Interval

-+---------------------------------------------------------------
lAttributes in the Utility Functions (beta)......................

IVTTI -.03923* .02380 -1.65 .0993 -.08589 .00742
IVTC4-.18500D-04 .4134D-04 -.45 .6545 -.99535D-04 .62534D-04
OVTTI -.05574* .03235 -1.72 .0849 -.11915 .00767
OVTCI .79495D-04 .00157 .05 .9597 -.30031D-02 .31621D-02

I IV parameters (RU1), tau(b I ,r),sigma(l I r),phi(r)...............
RAILI .35391* .19835 1.78 .0744 -.03484 .74267
AIRI .41746*** .14562 2.87 .0041 .13205 .70287

-+--------------------------------------------------------------
nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx.
***, **, * ==> Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level.
Model was estimated on May 01, 2019 at 07:08:36 PM
Nested logit random utility normalization ...................................
No normalization was imposed a priori. (Default form is RU1)
IV parameters for RU1 model are Tau(Br|Lmb), Sigma(LmbITrnk)
Prob(alt=j I br=B,Imb=L,trnk=T) = exp[bX_j I BLT]/Sum (MNL)
Prob(br=b I lmb=L,trnk=T) = exp[aY b I LT+taub I LR*IVB I LT)]/Sum
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Table 4-4 shows the elasticity with respect to changes of in-vehicle travel time and in-

vehicle travel cost. The negative sign of each diagonal value indicates that if in-vehicle travel time

increases, the probability that the alternative will be chosen decreases, and the probability that the

other opposing alternatives will be chosen increases. This trend can be applied to the elasticity with

respect to in-vehicle travel time shown in the lower table.

In comparing each absolute value, elasticity with respect to in-vehicle cost is small, which

implies that this competition model has an inelastic characteristic. This implies that the impact of

in-vehicle travel cost on the probability can be neglected. On the other hand, the elasticity of high-

speed rail with respect to in-vehicle travel time (-2.1080) has an impact on mode choice. Since the

in-vehicle travel time for air transportation (for both network legacy carriers and low-cost carriers)

will remain the same, there is a possibility that high-speed rail can attract air passengers by

shortening in-vehicle time through the introduction of new rolling stock that can be operated at a

faster speed.

Table 4 - 4: Simulation result of the elasticity analysis

Elasticity wrt change of X in row choice on Prob[column choice]
- +-------------------------

IVTC4 I HSR NLC LCC
- +-------------------------

HSRI -.0643 .0618 .0618
NLCI .0532 -. 1477 .2044
LCCI .0107 .0457 -.1854

Elasticity wrt change of X in row choice on Prob(column choice]
- +-------------------------

IVTT I HSR NLC LCC
- +-------------------------

HSRI -2.1080 1.5291 1.5291
NLCI .4551 -1.2954 1.8098
LCCJ .1583 .6497 -2.8287
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4.2.3 Modal Share Prediction for the Tokyo-Sapporo Route
Using the Nested Logit Model

In this section, the modal shares of high-speed rail, network legacy carriers, and low-cost

carriers are estimated based on the simulation result. This prediction is based on the assumption that

the airlines, including network legacy carriers and low-cost carriers, will not change in-vehicle

travel times and costs. Due to the direct connection between the Tokyo and Sapporo station by

high-speed rail, the out-vehicle travel times and costs are estimated as zero.

Figure 4-3 shows the relationship between travel time and rail share based on the nested

logit model. As can be seen, the rail share decreases in comparison to the binary logit model due to

the effect of low-cost carriers. When the travel time is 268 minutes, the rail share accounts for 50%.

Since the travel time between Tokyo and Sapporo is estimated to be 300 minutes, the expected rail

share is 22.4%.

Modal share of high-speed rail on Tokyo - Sapporo route
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Figure 4 - 3: Relationship between in-vehicle travel time and modal share of high-speed rail
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis developed a competitive model between High-Speed Rail and aviation. In the

binary logit model, in-vehicle travel time was found to have a significant impact on the probability

that an alternative will be chosen. In addition, a reduction of in-vehicle travel time for High-Speed

Rail is expected to greatly increase the modal share of HSR due to the elastic characteristics with

respect to travel time. Judging from the simulation results of the binary logit model, minimizing in-

vehicle travel time will be essential for High-Speed Rail to attract passengers. However, due to the

long travel times, air transportation will continue to have an advantage, thereby dominating the

market.

Likewise, the simulation based on the nested logit model showed a correlation between

Network Legacy Carriers and Low-Cost Carriers, indicating the profound impact of in-vehicle

travel time on decision-makers. On the other hand, out-vehicle travel costs and in-vehicle travel

costs were found to be less important than travel time. In terms of elasticity, the in-vehicle travel

time for high-speed rail has an elastic value, meaning that reducing the travel time has the potential

to attract passengers.

These predictions are based on the assumption that airlines will not change their operating

or business strategies, such as ticket prices. The Low-Cost Carriers in Japan are still developing,

and it is difficult to estimate their degree of expansion in the future due to the fast-growing market

for both domestic and international flights. In addition, the Tokyo Haneda Airport cannot

accommodate Low-Cost Carriers due to the high demand of Network Legacy Carriers, and its

capacity constraints. In the future, however, there is a possibility that Low-Cost Carriers will enter

this airport thanks to an expansion of capacity. Different types of competition models will be

needed to predict the effects of high-speed rail extension, under these future scenarios.
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